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The wrong dog - a
Rachel Alexander
mystery by Benjamin,
Carol Lea.
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Date
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Jul 17,
2018

"Will one man's loss be Hardy's gain? 'I'd read about it in the
Jul 17,
Win, lose or draw by
papers, heard the radio reports and seen the TV coverage
2018
Corris, Peter, author.
and then forgotten about it, the way you do with news stories.'
A missing girl, drugs, yachts, the sex trade and a cold trail that
leads from Sydney to Norfolk Island, Byron Bay and
Coolangatta.MThe police suspect the father, Gerard Fonteyn
OA, a wealthy businessman. But he's hired Cliff to find her,
given him unlimited expenses and posted a 250,000 reward
for information. Fin

Weekend at
Jim Henderson is one of six guests summoned by the
Jul 17,
Thrackley by Melville,
mysterious Edwin Carson, a collector of precious stones, to a
2018
Alan, 1910-1983,
weekend party at his country house, Thrackley. The house is
author.
gloomy and forbidding but the party is warm and hospitable
except for the presence of Jacobson, the sinister butler. The
other guests are wealthy people draped in jewels; Jim cannot
imagine why he belongs in such company. After a weekend of
adventure, with attempted robbery and a vanishing guest,
secrets come to light and Jim
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Walking shadows - a
Decker/Lazarus novel
by Kellerman, Faye,
author.

Jul 17,
2018

Vengeance is mine a Red River mystery
by Wortham, Reavis
Z., author.

Unraveled - a Red
River mystery by
Wortham, Reavis Z.,
author.

In October of 1967, the Summer of Love is history, rock and
Jul 17,
roll is dark and revolutionary, and people in the small east
2018
Texas community of Center Springs simply want to live their
lives as quietly as possible. But a handsome darkness in the
form of Las Vegas gangster Anthony Agrioli has left the
business to hide out in their tiny backwater settlement with his
blond bombshell girlfriend. Two years earlier, Agrioli met
newlyweds Cody and Norma Faye Parker in a Vegas casino
and heard their enthusi

"Constable Ned Parker has his hands full, between raising his
Jul 17,
grandchildren, Pepper and Top, and trying to keep the peace
2018
in the rural community of Center Springs, Tex. When a car
runs off the bridge over Lake Lamar Dam killing Frank Clay,
the white mayor, and his black secretary, Maggie Mayfield,
local speculation runs rampant. Were they having an affair?
Could it have been foul play? If so, who was the target: Frank
or Maggie? The incident rekindles an ancient feud between
the Clays and the Ma
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Trial on Mount Koya "Master ninja Hiro Hattori and Jesuit Father Mateo head up to
Jul 17,
a Hiro Hattori novel
Mount Koya, only to find themselves embroiled in yet another
2018
by Spann, Susan,
mystery, this time in a Shingon Buddhist temple atop one of
author.
Japan's most sacred peaks. November, 1565: Master ninja
Hiro Hattori and Portuguese Jesuit Father Mateo travel to a
Buddhist temple at the summit of Mount Koya, carrying a
secret message for an Iga spy posing as a priest on the
sacred mountain. When a snowstorm strikes the peak, a killer
begins murdering the temple'

Till death do us tart by
Alexander, Ellie,
author.

Jul 17,
2018
Poison and weddings don't mix, so Jules Capshaw will have
to find the killer stalking her before her mom and soon-to-be
stepdad tie the knot.

Jul 17,
2018

Tahoe night by Borg,
Todd, author.
A television talk show host gets caught up in an art forgery as
Detective McKenna travels to New York City to track down a
killer.

Tahoe killshot by
Borg, Todd, author.

When the pop star Glory is killed mountain biking on the world- Jul 17,
famous Flume Trail high above the east shore of Lake Tahoe, 2018
Detective Owen McKenna and his Great Dane Spot are drawn
into a harrowing investigation. What first appears to be the
carnage of a thrill-killer, begins to look like the fallout from a
complicated, multimillion-dollar land scam. Owen and Spot
must track down a twisted murderer with a synthetic voice and
a penchant for killing in the most unusual ways ...
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Tahoe ice grave - an
Owen McKenna
mystery thriller by
Borg, Todd, author.

Early one frigid morning in January a young man named Thos
Jul 17,
Kahale walked into the icy waters of Lake Tahoe and died a
2018
brutal death. Hired to investigate, Owen McKenna learns that
the Hawaiian side of the man's family had a secret shrine
hidden in a cave in the cliffs of Kauai. Owen Flies to Kauai and
hears about a long-lost manuscript that Mark Twain left when
he visited Kauai in 1866. The manuscript, which would be
worth millions, is rumored to have been lost in a hurricane.
Owen suspects that

Jul 17,
2018

Tahoe hijack by Borg,
Todd, author.
Tahoe Detective Owen McKenna responds to a boat hijacking
on Lake Tahoe, gets involved in the case of Anna Quinn who
is hiding from members of a fanatical militia group, and the
search for a treasure that dates to the Gold Rush.

Tahoe heat by Borg,
Todd, author.

When the business partner of bio-tech genius Ryan Lear is
murdered, and Ryan's life is threatened, he calls Tahoe
Detective Owen McKenna for help. McKenna learns that
someone is plotting to take over Ryan's fast-growing Silicon
Valley company. McKenna is sent on a deadly chase that
involves a scientific breakthrough at a high-altitude lab on a
mountain above Lake Tahoe.

Jul 17,
2018

Title

Tahoe deathfall by
Borg, Todd, author.

Tahoe blowup by
Borg, Todd, author.

Sweet after death by
Giambanco, V. M,
author.
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added

"Disaster struck when twin sisters Jennifer and Melissa
Jul 17,
Salazar went hiking with their grandmother on their sixth
2018
birthday. Melissa got lost, fell off a cliff on the rock slide above
Emerald Bay, Lake Tahoe and died. It looked like a tragic
accident. Eight years later, fourteen-year-old Jennifer want to
hire detective Owen McKenna to look into the death which
she believes was a murder ... When Owen begins to
investigate, another body is discovered ... Owen uncovers
information that takes him fro

"When detective Owen McKenna's cabin narrowly escapes
Jul 17,
burning in an arson-set forest fire, the local fire department
hires him to investigate. With the aid of his Great Dane Spot 2018
and search-and-rescue dog Natasha, Owen discovers a
burned body. A second fire and a second body follow.
Although Owen doesn't know if the deaths are murders or
accidents, it is clear that the arsonist is deadly serious about
his threat to light a monster fire that will incinerate a large part
of Lake Tahoe. Before Owen

Jul 17,
2018

Title

Supernatural
Sherlocks - stories
from the golden age
of the occult detective
by

Date
added

"The ghost of a poor Afghan returns to haunt the doctor who
Jul 17,
once amputated his hand. A mysterious and malignant force
2018
inhabits a room in an ancestral home and attacks all who
sleep in it. A man who desecrates an Indian temple is
transformed into a ravening beast. A castle in the Tyrol is the
setting for an aristocratic murderer's apparent resurrection. In
the stories in this collection, horrors from beyond the grave
and other dimensions visit the everyday world and demand to
be investigated...Th

A study in treason by "A continuation of USA TODAY bestselling author Leonard
Jul 17,
Goldberg's The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes, A Study in
Goldberg, Leonard
Treason is a new intriguing locked room mystery for Joanna 2018
S., author.
and the Watsons to solve. The following case has not
previously been disclosed to the public due to the sensitive
information on foreign affairs. All those involved were
previously bound by the Official Secrets Act. With the passage
of time and the onset of the Great War, these impediments
have been removed and the story can now

Slaughter Park by
Maitland, Barry,
author.

In this, the final book of the Belltree Trilogy, DS Harry Belltree
Jul 17,
has gone bush. His obsessive pursuit of justice has cost him
2018
everything - his job, his marriage and his newborn child - but
then his estranged wife disappears, leaving their baby
daughter behind, and he is dragged back to Sydney. The
police think Jenny has murdered a man. Harry thinks she's in
danger. When body parts are found maimed and strewn
around a suburban park, his former colleagues are distracted
by this apparently unrela
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"Mark Richmond's trip to York takes a surprise detour when
he runs into Helena Crawford and ends up accompanying her
to her parents' ruby wedding anniversary in Drumlee,
Sins of the fathers by
Scotland. Six months earlier, Mark attended Peter Kingsley's Jul 17,
Fraser, Anthea,
2018
sixtieth birthday party - the father of his now-estranged wife,
author.
Sophie - where Peter was unexpectedly taken ill. Mark's
father, Charles, has been friends with Peter for forty years, but
how well does he really know him? As Peter's health
continues to deteriorate, it se
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